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Abstract—In this paper, the model based on Petri Nets about maintenance and support of military aviation equipment is researched. And this paper analyzes its process and puts forward a simulation model based on Petri net. This model not only considers most factors in the process, but also appends other elements easily. The model can be applied to the research on maintenance and support of military aviation equipment, or be used for a part of higher level military simulation system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Maintenance and support of military aviation equipment is a series of technique and management activities, as well as the guarantee resource, which is necessary for carrying out effectively to make sure these activities. These activities can keep and recover technique status in good condition, make sure proper operation and usage in order to give full play of fight performance of military aviation. Practice in modern war has proven that, maintenance and support of military aviation equipments have direct effects on equipment fight capacity play. Maintenance level of military aviation equipments is decided by designed characteristics of equipments, such as reliability, maintainability, testability and survivability, and is also closely related with service environment, people operation and plan guarantee resource of military aviation after deployed to troops. Interplay of all above factors decides the battle effectiveness of military aviation. It is a complex dynamics, while operated according to confirm regulations, as a result, the model of this process becomes one of the most important problem in maintenance research of military aviation equipment. This paper analyzes character and process of maintenance and support of military aviation equipment, and develops a model by Petri nets which is object-oriented, supplying reference for research of maintenance and support of military aviation equipment.

II. ANALYSIS OF MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT OF MILITARY AVIATION EQUIPMENT

Maintenance and support of military aviation equipment includes three parts: Operation support, maintenance works and support engineering shown in figure 1.
proposed in [3] and [4] can describe complex situation well, such as limited maintenance human and resource, maintenance applying for queuing up, and maintenance priority, and has good expansibility.

A. Extraction and mutual relationship of simulation entity

According the actual process of maintenance and support, the model can be divided into four modules: flight command center, aviation equipment, maintenance command center and the flight equipment spare parts warehouse. Flight command center is responsible for transmitting to lower levels the task of aviation equipment orders, which is supposed to be realized by the aviation equipment; according to the mission and state of aviation equipment, maintenance service command center do personnel deployment of maintenance personnel and safeguard equipment, and application of the materials spare parts needed; the materials spare parts warehouse is responsible for the supply of spare parts and materials storage transport. All entities cooperate with each other to complete all the task of use, maintenance and security. Through the UML, Figure 2 show main task and interaction of each module by case diagrams, where solid lines refer to connection relationship and the dotted line inclusion relation.

B. Module of flight command center

Figure 3 is module of flight command center, where p1 is the overall mission number, t1 for Task produce, p2 to produced task. According to the scheduled flight plan, when we need to give the task, t1 trigs, representing of flight task token moved to p2 from p1, waiting for aviation equipment modules transmitted in.

Because of differences of maintenance requirements for each task, t1 uses different colors to show different needs of security personnel and support installation; in addition, execution time of each flight the task is not identical either, so t1 gives each token a time as classifying tasks.

C. Module of aviation equipment

Equipment model involved operation support and maintenance works in maintenance support process. Figure 4 is the model diagram of aviation equipment, where p3 is task given, p32 ready to apply for, p4 preparing to wait for, p5 preparing response, p6 the preparation process, p7 preparing end signals, p8 executing assignment, p9 for maintenance waiting, p10 for maintenance application, p11 for maintenance response, p12 for in maintenance, p13 for the maintenance end signal, p14 end for maintenance, and p15 for aviation equipment state.

When token representing flight tasks comes into p3, aviation equipment sends to maintenance service command center the signal to apply for preparing according to a flight mission requirements, and after responded, aviation equipment gets into the preparation process. When finished, aviation equipment sends out an end signal. After the task, if aviation equipment has any failure, it will enter the repair process: t5 will Shading classification according to the fault requirement, and sends out application of the fault maintenance. After getting response, equipment is brought into the maintenance state, and then equipment gets into the idle state, waiting for the new task. In the course of maintenance, if receives signal for maintenance suspended, equipment maintenance process return to maintenance wait states from maintenance states, waiting for allocation of the maintenance personnel and maintenance equipment.

D. Module of maintenance command center

Maintenance command center module, including operation support and maintenance engineering of personnel and scheduling of all support equipment distribution, and is
responsible for application materials required for flight equipment spare parts. Figure 5 is the model diagram of maintenance command center, where p16 is signal of applications for maintenance, p17 is response signal of maintenance, p18 is the end signal of maintenance, p19 is human and equipment for maintenance task, p20 is human and equipment can be used, p23 is signal of preparing to apply, p22 is human and equipment in preparation, p25 is signal of preparing response, p26 is signal of preparing end. In order to express the process of preparation and maintenance personnel and equipment for the competition, p21 and p24 are imported. P21 is state of resources are available and p24 is signal of suspension of maintenance.

When the module receives the signal of applications for maintenance, t10 will allocate the resources needed according to the type of failure and issue a response signal of maintenance. When the maintenance is over and the end signal of maintenance is received, maintenance human and equipment will enter into p20 again. Maintenance human and equipment are in the available state. When the module receives the signal of applications for preparing, it is the same basic as for maintenance. It is different from that if resources are insufficient to prepare for flight, in order to ensure the conduct of the flight, module will issue a stop signal for maintenance by p24, to recover part of the maintenance resources.

E. Module of flight equipment spare parts warehouse

Figure 6 is the model diagram of flight equipment spare parts warehouse, mostly including the deployment of flight equipment spare parts and materials transshipment, where p27 is signal of application for flight equipment spare part, p28 is response signal of application for flight equipment spare part, p29 is existing stock, p30 is stock status p31 is transit transport cycle. When the signal of application for flight equipment spare part, the flight equipment will be deployed based on signals from existing stocks. If the existing stock below the minimum inventory requirements, application for transfer from upper department will be conducted. T18 and t17 give different delay for different levels of the supply.

F. Module of maintenance support process of aviation equipment

Figure 7 is the model diagram for operation, maintenance and support process of aviation equipment spare parts warehouse. Flight command center assign the task to equipments in good condition by t19. Aviation equipment issue signal of application for flight preparing, and the signal is transmitted to maintenance command center and flight equipment spare part warehouse. When human, equipment and aviation materials meet the requirements all, aviation equipments receive the response signal of preparing transmitted by t22, it will be in the preparing process. When the process is over, Aviation equipment issue signal of preparing over, and the process of preparing is end. The process of fault is the same as preparing process. t21 is the maintenance stop signal transmitting. Only when the human and resources are insufficient to ensure preparing work, the signal will be issued by maintenance command center. The maintenance process of corresponding aviation equipment and human and support resource will be recovery.

Because all events are included in each module, when multiple aviation equipment participate in mission, only need to add in the model number of equipment modules corresponding to. When the need to add new types of personnel, types of support resources, need only be set in the corresponding module.

IV. Conclusion

The paper proposes maintenance process model of aviation equipment, including the operation maintenance, the breakdown maintenance and support engineering for the aviation equipment. Through the simulation of this model, we get combat perfectness ratio of aviation equipment, utilization ratio of maintenance personnel and the equipment, and the supply of spare parts and materials, and so on. The model has better scalability, and can be used in aviation equipment maintenance research, as well as a higher level of military system simulation component of use.
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Figure 7 Module of maintenance and support process for aviation equipment